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BACKGROUND & 
HISTORY



The pounds are shifting to digital



Digital ad spend reached $333 
billion worldwide



It is expected to grow by 17.3% 
this year



Who recalls the free platforms Google 
once offered which are now paid for?



Froogle / Google Base



Froogle / Google Base



Google Maps



Google Maps



Google Images



Google Images



Google Discover (AKA Google Feed & Google Home)



Google Discover (AKA Google Feed & Google Home)



This is how 
they’ve 
continued to 
grow.



Since their launch, Google have grown year on year



$134 Billion in 2019



Organic 
results 
continue to be
pushed down.



Position one in the organic SERPs is often below the 
fold



Especially on Mobile!



SEARCH VS SHOPPING 
VS DISPLAY



Search Ads



Search Ads



Search Ads with Image Extensions



Shopping Ads



Shopping Ads



Display Ads



Display Ads



YouTube Ads



YouTube Ads



DEEP DIVE INTO 
DISPLAY ADS



The largest contextual 
advertising available today



2+ million global 
websites



Including YouTube & 
Gmail



Reaches 90% of online 
consumers



8 different ad formats 
in many different sizes



Some examples of ads



Where ads appear



The Benefits & 
Downsides



Benefits

Diversity: Ads come in many shapes and sizes and can be presented in a 
number of formats too. This means you can choose a style and format that 
helps you achieve your goals.

Reach: The Display Network gives advertisers the ability to access over 2+ 
million websites

Targeting: There are more audience targeting options available for Display 
Ads compared to any other advertising channel

Measurable: Fully transparent reporting including placements, conversions 
and even in-store conversions



Downsides

Banner Blindness: People have become accustomed to banner ads so they 
can often be ignored. The creative and correct targeting is vital.

Ad Blockers: Technology has risen in popularity over the last few years 
which has meant decreases in ad impressions in some cases



The Sales 
Funnel



Where does Display Advertising sit in the funnel?

Display Ads work best when combined with 
other channels.

Customer CRM

Remarketing

Display Advertising

Display Advertising



Privacy



New privacy and data sharing rules

Google recently announced that, in November 2019, they will be releasing a new system of 
targeting that relies less on cookies. This comes as a result of the issues Facebook has had 
lately, when it comes to data privacy.

Cookies track a user’s behaviour online, so they can be targeted with relevant ads. This new 
update relies more heavily on users being signed in to Chrome to track the data, instead of 
cookies.

This should accomplish two things:

• First, it will enable advertisers to deliver relevant ads when cookies aren’t available.

• Second, your ads (in theory) won't be shown over and over again to the same people, 
eliminating that stalker-ish feeling that can sometimes turn a user off to your brand.



What to include in your Cookie Policy

• An appropriate description of how you're using remarketing or similar audiences to 
advertise online.

• A message about how third-party vendors, including Google, show your ads on sites 
across the Internet.

• A message about how third-party vendors, including Google, use cookies and/or device 
identifiers to serve ads based on someone's past visits to your website or use of your 
app.

• Information about how your visitors can opt out of Google's use of cookies or device 
identifiers by visiting Google's Ads Settings. Alternatively, you can point your visitors to 
opt out of a third-party vendor's use of cookies by visiting the Network Advertising 
Initiative opt-out page or control the use of device identifiers by using their device’s 
settings.



The Ad 
Formats



Broadly speaking, there are 
two types of Google display 
ads: uploaded and responsive.



But they come in various 
shapes, sizes and styles



Richer Text Ads

Richer Text is the most brand-safe ad type within our text ads family. This ad type runs on text + image and 
image only inventory.



Rich Media Ads

Rich media is a digital advertising term for an ad that includes advanced features like video, audio, or other 
elements that encourage viewers to interact and engage with the content.



Image Ads

The Display Network is largely founded on the power of visual ad formats, such as images and videos. Image 
ads allow you to upload your own branded visuals to make a stunning, aesthetic advertisement.



Gmail Ads

Gmail ads are interactive ads that show in the Promotions and Social tabs of your inbox. Some of these ads 
are expandable. When you click one of these ads, it can expand just like an email. 



Video Ads

Video ads take the visual image format to the next level. They are the most attractive and compelling type 
available to marketers. These ads will primarily show up YouTube, Google’s video streaming platform.



Responsive Ads

Responsive GDN ads should be considered an attractive alternative to text ads for the display network with the 
ability to reformat to fit different ad sizes and placements algorithmically. 



Use Stock Images from Shutterstock in ads for free



Google have recently launched 
Discovery Ads



Ads can appear on YouTube Home & Next, Google Discover and Gmail



You create the ads and choose the targeting; Google chooses the 
placements



Scan the website, upload or use stock images to create the ad



Create the ad text and align with the images to create the ads



Key things to consider

Things you need to know When you might want to use Discovery Ads

Reach more people with a single ad campaign across 
various channels

Increase engagement with your brand with rich and relevant 
ads

Drive conversions with your media at scale (through a 
supported marketing objective)

Reconnect with your most valuable customers or reach a 
brand new audience

Show ads on YouTube Home and Watch Next feeds, the 
Gmail Promotions and Social tabs and Discover.

You enter the building blocks for your ads — like headlines, 
high quality inspirational images and logos

You can use Maximise conversions bidding or Target CPA to 
optimise your campaign 

The Global Site Tag for Google Ads conversion tracking must 
be implemented across your website

You can create single image ads or carousel ads



The Sizes



Standard Banner Sizes

Type of ad Ad Dimensions (pixels)

Medium Rectangle 300 x 250

Leader board 728 x 90

Wide Skyscraper 160 x 600

Half Page 300 x 600

Billboard 970 x 250

Large Rectangle 336 x 280

Banner 468 x 60

Half Banner 234 x 60

Skyscraper 120 x 600

Vertical Banner 120 x 240

Portrait 300 x 1050

Type of ad Ad Dimensions (pixels)

Large Leader board 970 x 90

Square 250 x 250

Small Square 200 x 200

Small Rectangle 180 x 150

Button 125 x 125

Mobile Leaderboard 320 x 50

Mobile Full Page Flex 320 x 320

Large Mobile Banner 320 x 100

Square 250 x 250

Small Square 200 x 200



Medium Rectangle (300 x 250)



Leader board (728 x 90)



Wide Skyscraper (160 x 600)



Half Page (300 x 600)



Billboard (970 x 250)



Large Rectangle (336 x 280)



Banner (468 x 60)



Half Banner (234 x 60)



Skyscraper (120 x 600)



Vertical Banner (120 x 240)



Portrait (300 x 1050)



Large Leaderboard (970 x 90)



Square (250 x 250)



Small Square (200 x 200)



Small Rectangle (180 x 150)



Button (125 x 125)



Mobile Leaderboard (320 x 50)



Mobile Full Page Flex (320 x 320)



Large Mobile Banner (320 x 100)



Square (250 x 250)



Small Square (200 x 200)



89% of all ad impressions are 
made up from 4 ad sizes



The most popular banner sizes

Medium Rectangle
300 x 250
40% of the impressions

Leaderboard
728 x 90
25% of the impressions

Mobile 
Leaderboard
320 x 50
12% of the 
impressions

Wide Skyscraper
160 x 600
12% of the impressions



Example of a Medium Rectangle Ad



Example of a Leaderboard Ad



Example of a Wide Skyscraper Ad



Example of a Mobile Leaderboard Ad



Some 
Guidelines



Make sure that your ads that 
are no bigger than 150 KB in 
file size



Accepted formats are JPEG, 
JPG, PNG, GIF & SWF



Animated or interactive ads 
need to be 15 seconds or 
shorter



GIF ads with multiple slides 
need to have a speed of up to 5 
frames per second



Images must be clear and easy 
to recognise. No blurry images 
or flashing backgrounds.



You are not allowed by any 
means to trick users into 
clicking your ad.



If you’re using a white 
background, make sure you add a 
contrasting border to mark your 
banner



Ad Creative 
Tips



Play with on-brand colour palettes 

https://blog.bannersnack.com/color-combinations-in-display-ads/



Consider the location, colour & shape of the button



Compelling call to action (CTA)



Use catchy copy



Clutter-free and relevant imagery



Ensure the landing page matches the ad



Targeting 
Options



Narrow your reach to people 
more likely to be interested in 
converting



Get ads seen by certain 
types of people or in certain 
contexts or content



There are over 3,000 different 
targeting options and more 
are added all the time



Your targeting options

Moments: you can specify keywords or topics to get your ads seen in 
the context of certain kinds of content (e.g. bicycle-related content) or on 
certain websites (e.g. a managed placement on nytimes.com).

People: you can aim to get your ads seen by certain audiences (e.g. 
people who’ve visited your site, or people that are likely to be in the 
market for a given product) or demographics (e.g. young men).



Placements



You control the websites your ads are 
placed on. This is the most direct way 
to target a website you deem relevant 
to your target audience.



Firstly, you want to look at what traffic is working

The Referrals report lives under the Acquisition > All Traffic portion of Google Analytics.



Search for the placements in Google Ads



The ones with the red ticks are the ones I found



If you don’t find any, you can try creating a custom audience 
(more on this later)



Topic



Topic targeting allows you to target 
sites matching a defined topic to reach 
a wider audience than managed 
placements.



Major categories of topic targeting available on GDN; 
subcategories can be more specific



Contextual



Similar to topic targeting, but less 
restrictive. It’s perfect if your topic 
isn’t defined by Google. Create a list of 
keywords and your ads will be 
matched to web pages.



You choose keywords that are relevant to your ads

Chocolate Caramel Recipes Baking



Google finds relevant placements matched to the keywords



Demographics



Layer on demographic targets for a 
user’s gender, age range, and parental 
status.



Layering demographic targeting to narrow down reach



Affinity



Affinity targeting is like interest 
targeting, matching your ads with 
users who visit sites of the same topic. 
Consider an affinity a long-term 
interest in a particular topic.



Examples of Affinity Audience groups



Use Google Analytics to pick out the audiences you should 
observe initially



In-Market



Shows your ad to users whose search 
and internet browsing behaviour 
indicates that they may be “in market” 
for a certain product or service.



Google uses past search and browsing history to know what you 
are intending to purchase



Some examples of In-market audiences



Use Google Analytics to pick out the audiences you should 
observe initially



Remarketing



Serve ads to previous visitors of your 
site as they navigate the web, keeping 
your product and brand at the front of 
their mind, even after leaving you site.



How does it work?



A lot of businesses remarket to their whole audience



But the real results come when you segment audiences



In Google Analytics, click Admin > Audience Definitions > Audiences



Here you will see what audiences you have already built



Create a new audience



You can see a list of all the metrics you can build audiences for



In this example I have built an audience of people who have viewed a url
that contains checkout/thanks



Name the audience sensibly and set the Membership Duration

Membership Duration is how 
long someone remains in an 

audience list.

The shorter the duration, the 
warmer and smaller the 

audience group is

The longer the duration, the 
colder and larger the 

audience group is

Maximum 180 days for RLSA



Some examples of audiences you could and should build

• Converters

• Non-Converters

• New Users

• Returning Users

• Mobile Users

• Desktop Users

• High Average Time on Site

• Users Who Visited Certain Sections of 

your Site

• Users Who Visited Certain Pages of 

your Site

• Paid Traffic

• Organic Traffic

• Direct Traffic

• High Revenue Converters

• Converters of Specific Products

• Count of Visits



Similar 
Audience



Attract new users to your site who 
have similar browsing and search 
behaviour as those already on your 
remarketing lists.



How does it work?



Bringing it back 
to the funnel





Bidding 
Strategies



There are six bidding strategies for Display Advertising

Maximise Conversions

Target ROAS

Viewable CPM

Target CPA

Manual CPC Enhanced CPC



Google will try and push you down a path; but you select the one you want



Manual CPC – set your own maximum bids



Enhanced CPC – set your own bids but Google can adjust if they think 
a conversion is more likely 



Maximise Conversions – Google will adjust bids to get the most 
conversions for your budget 

This bidding strategy doesn’t take into consideration any CPA targets



Target ROAS – you set the target and Google sets the bids to get you 
conversions with the highest ROAS

Aim to have 50 conversions in the past 30 days before using this



Target CPA – set a realistic target for Google to optimise towards

If you have bid adjustments across the campaign, these will be ignore if you use this strategy



Viewable CPM – Your bids are optimised to favour ad slots that are 
more likely to become viewable

An ad is counted as 'viewable' when 50 percent of your ad shows on screen for 1 second or longer. You pay on a 
CPM basis.



Use Portfolio Bid Strategies to combine campaign data if one 
campaign does not have enough



Do you have enough data!



Consider the testing process



So what does that look like in practice?

Control Learning Test



Use Google’s recommendations as a starting point



Try to limit Bidding target changes to no 
more than +/-10% jumps.

Applicable to target CPA and ROAS



Take advantage campaign experiments



Seasonality adjustments

https://searchengineland.com/google-ads-seasonality-adjustments-now-
available-for-search-display-campaigns-321328

https://searchengineland.com/google-ads-seasonality-adjustments-now-available-for-search-display-campaigns-321328


Seasonality adjustments

https://searchengineland.com/google-ads-seasonality-adjustments-now-
available-for-search-display-campaigns-321328

https://searchengineland.com/google-ads-seasonality-adjustments-now-available-for-search-display-campaigns-321328


INTRODUCTION TO 
YOUTUBE ADS



The world’s second most 
popular website, drawing 2 
billion logged-in visitors a 
month



The Ad 
Formats



Ad Format: Skippable In-Stream Ads

These ads play before or during a video (a.k.a. “pre-roll” or “mid-roll”). Their defining feature is that viewers can choose to 
skip them after the first 5 seconds but the first 5 seconds is free for you to advertise. You pay when a person has watched the 
first 30 seconds, or the whole thing, or if they interact with your ad by clicking: whichever comes first.



Ad Format: Non-Skippable In-Stream Ads

Some advertisers choose to run pre-roll or mid-roll ads that don’t have a skip button at all. Note that with non-skippable 
ads, advertisers pay per impression, at CPM (i.e., per 1,000 views).



Ad Format: Bumper Ads

At 6 seconds long, bumper ads are a snappy subspecies of non-skippable in-stream ad. They’re identical in that you pay 
for impressions, they show up as pre-, mid- or post-roll, and they’re generally best used for reach and awareness 
campaigns.



Ad Format: Video Discovery Ads

Discovery ads show up alongside organic search results. So if your video looks more relevant than the organic results, 
people can choose to watch it, instead. They include three lines of text along with a thumbnail. When interested people 
click on the ad, they’re sent through to your video page or YouTube channel.



Targeting 
Options



There are many ways we can target with YouTube Ads

YouTube 
Ads

Web 
Remarketing

Video 
Remarketing

Affinity

In-Market

Life Events
Customer 

Match

Similar 
Audiences

Topics

YouTube 
Channels

YouTube 
Videos



Channels



Life Events



Videos



CAMPAIGN 
OPTIMISATION



Bid 
Adjustments



Bid adjustments allow you to show your 
ads more or less frequently based on 
where, when and how people search



A click could be worth more to you if it 
comes from a phone, at a certain time of 
day or from a specific location



What options do we have to bid adjust?

DEVICE

Ad group level 

adjustment for phone, 

desktop or tablet

LOCATION

Campaign level 

adjustment for 

country, city and more

DAY/TIME

Campaign level 

adjustment for day 

and time of day

IN-MARKET

Ad group level 

adjustment for topics 

people are in-market for



What options do we have to bid adjust?

AFFINITY

Ad group level 

adjustment based on 

peoples interests

REMARKETING

Ad group level 

adjustment based on 

previous site visitors

AGE

Ad group level 

adjustment for 

different age groups

GENDER

Ad group level 

adjustment for 

different genders



Age



Gender



Device



Location can be analysed in many different views



Using filters you can uncover the best and worst performing 
cities & adjust bids accordingly



You can also exclude if certain metrics are not performing



Exclusions can be done at scale by looking across all campaigns 
and filtering by 0 conversions with a spend



This is a great budget saving tip that can 
be implemented quickly!



Evaluate 
Placement 
Performance



Try to spend at least an hour a 
week analysing the placements



See which websites, videos and apps have displayed your ads



When you find top performing placements you can create 
a managed placement campaign



Add each placement in separate ad groups



Exclude the managed placements from the other campaigns



If you want to exclude a placement from multiple 
campaigns you can create an exclusion list



Exclusions should also be used for 
poor performing placements



Optimisation
Score



Optimisation score is an estimate 
of how well your Google Ads 
account is set to perform



It can be very tempting to aim for a 100% optimisation score



Google make it very easy to implement recommendations



DO NOT DO THIS!



Look at each recommendation in silo & decide whether you 
wish to implement



Recommendations should be dismissed if they are not applicable



There are a bunch of reasons you can choose for your dismissal



Add a column on at campaign or account level to have the 
score shown



This helps Google’s Optimisation 
Engine learn and improve



Your Optimisation Score will 
improve when you dismiss 
recommendations too



Thank You – Any 
Questions?



SamJaneNoble

Thank you 
for listening.
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